showed that the conceptual framework of the designer influenced the kind of system designed. [Bartlett 1932; Neisser, 1976] , an individual's frame of reference has been described as "a built-up repertoire of tacit knowledge that is used to impose structure upon, and impart meaning to, otherwise ambiguous social and situational information to facilitate understanding" [Gioia, 1986, p. 56] . Recent literature in organizational behavior has extended the idea of individual cognitive structures to groups and organizations [Calder and Schurr 1981; Gray et al. 1985] . A variety of terms has been used to convey the idea of shared cognitive structures, including "cognitive maps" [Bougon et al. 1977; Eden 1992] Table  I ). "I don't know much about Notes, but it is coming from the top down. I found out 
